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Whether you are a pastor, teacher, or layperson, now you can study the Bible in easy-to-read

sections that emphasize personal application as well as biblical meaning. Developed from Dr.

Wiersbeâ€™s popular â€œBeâ€• series of Bible study books, this commentary carefully unpacks all

of the New Testament. The Wiersbe Bible Commentary New Testament offers you:  Dr.

Wiersbeâ€™s trustworthy insights on the entire New Testaments  New Biblical images, maps, and

charts  Introductions and outlines for each book of the Bible  Clear, readable text thatâ€™s free of

academic jargon   Let one of the most beloved and respected Bible teachers of our time guide you

verse-by-verse through the Scriptures. Itâ€™s the trusted reference youâ€™ll love to read.
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Wiersbe Bible Commentary: The Complete New TestamentWiersbe puts the scripture in question in

a context that helps you delve into it. He gives you background, defines the Greek, and helps you to

understand what a passage is saying.I teach a Sunday School class and use other commentaries to

help me understand. Using 3 different commentaries (Richards and McArthur) I find at times that the

commentators have diverse opinions. That is when I return to Wiersbe's commentary and seek out

the context, the history and the time in which the scripture was written. It has been a wonderful,

eye-opening experience.Barbara S. Riley



As far a a resource tool for Bible study, I found this commentary to be the best that I have used. It

gives a clear understanding of the Scriptures. It is excellent for the lay person or for clergy. I have

used this in my studies as a primary resource for my Bible study.

Commentaries are absolutely essential for the serious bible student longing to hear and be

transformed by God's beautiful voice. Pastor Wiersbe's commentary is outstanding.

Bought the Old Testament Volume early last year and have been slowly going through it. Now I

amSpotreading sections of the New Testament commentary as the need for research or

background unfolds. This is my favorite pastoral commentator. The author provides plenty of

background for context in easy to understand language. In addition, he provides clear interprtation

of each passage along with common sense and practicle application. Great for research, bible

study, and preparing bible lessons. I recommend both volumes.TLee

Warren Wiersbe has a way of diving deep into scripture, making deep truths accessible and

pastoring you all at the same time. This is a great commentary that gives it all: solid biblical

observation, interpretation and application. I use his commentaries almost every time I preach. This

volume in particular is great because you have the NT all is one place and you save money.

This commentary has changed my life and opened a whole new view of the Bible. It helps you

understand the various author's points and gives you a history to back it all up with! The information

in this book has blessed me beyond words! I highly recommend it to anyone wanting to study the

Bible and gain a better understanding of its purpose. I love it!!! My Bible has a new companion!!

A great treasure in a Christian library. This is a commentary that will open passages to you as you

read the scriptures. The book is well written and easy to understand. It is focused on the application

of the Word to your daily Christian walk. I highly recommend this book.

This was a exactly what I hoped it would be! Detailed yet easy to read with so much info. Makes my

lead in discussion group much more interesting and a great plus...I received it in about 4 days!
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